Memorandum DeLoach to Mohr 2-11-64 indicated subject, F.W. Pepper (D-Fla.), had sent four taped reels to Congressman Claude Pepper (D-Fla.) which allegedly contained information dealing with Panama situation and assassination of President Kennedy and that tapes had been obtained for review.

Tapes are addressed to "State Senator Claude Pepper." They are poorly prepared and contain rambling, disjointed, and sometimes unintelligible material apparently prepared by subject and several unidentified individuals on a variety of subjects. Tapes contain no pertinent data concerning Panama.

Concerning assassination, subject stated that, when Oswald named "the New York lawyer" (probably John Abt who has represented communists in past) and then mentioned he was from New Orleans, subject knew Oswald had direct connections with Castro. Subject wondered who had hired Oswald, but, when Ruby appeared and killed him, subject knew he was the leader. Subject stated, when the bondsman showed up and indicated he had connections in Los Angeles, California, that clinched the deal that they were all communists. Subject stated that all the books Oswald read were communist-type books.

The following summarizes the additional pertinent data contained in tapes:

Individual (apparently subject) claims he warned Navy in January, 1962, of missile build up in Cuba and that there was "Castro-Russian" plan in Fall of 1962 whereby Castro, using Soviet submarines would land tanks on east coast and southern U. S. ports which landings would be coordinated with sabotage by Communist Party; Russian invasion of Alaska; and Cuban missile attack. Subject claims plans used during